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Executive Summary

The major conclusions from this report are:

- **By 2017 we project that 100% of all HDDs shipped will be SED capable, driven by implementation of this capability into commercial HDD controllers.**

- **By 2018 about 11% of all HDDs shipping units will shift to SED enabled or promoted products, driven by security adoption demand.**

- **By 2018 the high, median and low estimates for SED enabled adoption for SED HDDs are 85 M, 70 M and 54 M units.**

- **By 2014 almost all SSDs were SED capable and by 2015 they all have this capability.**

- **Although actual SSD SED feature implementation in 2018 is 100% in about 236 M SSDs, the projected actual SSDs from that year intended for security and data protection purposes is estimated at less than 24 M units.**

Introduction

In July and August 2011, in cooperation with members of the Trusted Computing Group storage working group, Coughlin Associates conducted a survey of a number of interested parties on the use of encryption to provide security in various types of electronic equipment that use storage devices. Those interviewed included storage device suppliers (hard disk drives and solid state drives), systems OEMs, security software companies, storage controller suppliers and others. This report is based upon an updated version of that survey that includes further information collected in November through March 2014.

Based upon input from the interviews, we created a list of drivers for the use of self-encrypting drives (SEDs) as well as factors that limit their use in the market, both historically as well as in the near future. In this report we examine each of these positive and negative factors and look at their historical impact on the SED market and the implications of these factors in the future growth of SEDs, both HDDs and SSDs.

In addition to input from the interviews we also used public information such as press releases, reports and presentations to look at both past projections and factors driving or moderating future growth. We include references and material from these sources as appropriate in this report.
In the course of our analysis we came to realize that there was more than one type of metric for the growth of SED devices. The first metric is the growth of **SED capable devices**. SED capable devices have self-encryption built into the basic architecture of the device. Data coming into and out of the device are encrypted or can be encrypted if this feature is enabled. The second metric is the growth of **Security enabled SED devices**. These devices are SED capable and either the vendor sells these products for security applications or sells these products with software that enables their use for security applications. The third metric is the growth of **Security adoption** using SEDs. The first metric enables the second and third metrics but not all SED capable devices are sold for security purposes or actually used for protecting the privacy of data. Thus security adoption will by its nature be slower than SED capability and Security enabled growth.

We base our projections upon a simplified version of the Bass Diffusion Model. This model is a mathematical model that projects growth of a market based upon accelerating and resisting factors. As a result of the interaction of these factors the resulting growth curve has a familiar s-shape. An analysis of the factors leading to s-curve growth is given in the report appendix. In our projection for security adoption we assume that all the SED capable devices sold to date are actually used for or intended to be used for, the protection of data. We use historical data on SED HDDs and appropriate growth factors for several HDD markets to project security adoption in each of these markets and by aggregating these projections, arrive at a projection of security adoption growth for HDDs. High, median and low estimates for security adoption are based upon high, median and low estimates for total HDD shipments.

Separately we make projections for the growth of SED capable storage devices, arguing that once the demand for these devices in a given market exceeds some threshold value that all HDDs intended for that market will become SED capable devices within some reasonable period of time. We review our earlier projections and provide new projections based upon new information collected in the intervening three years.

Historical data for SED SSDs is becoming available. Due to the importance of secure erase (i.e., changing the encryption key to scramble the data) for making data inaccessible on a SSD, our earlier prediction that SED capable SSDs would become widespread more quickly than for HDDs has largely proven correct.

### Technology Options for Data at Rest

Self-encrypting hard disk drives were first introduced by Seagate Technology in 2007. These initial products were called Full Disk Encryption (FDE) drives under the brand name DriveTrust. FDE drives were introduced by Seagate in advance of a SED
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